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The placard parking permit allows for
unlimited parking (subject to specific
conditions) in designated spaces for the
following time periods.
$95 for 1 month
$320 for 4 months
$450 for 6 months
$840 for 12 months
The placard permit, which is either placed
on the dashboard or hung from the rearview
mirror, does not guarantee a parking space.
However, the placard parking permit allows
the vehicle within which the placard is
placed unlimited* parking regardless of
posted parking time limitations and without
having to pay for parking meters or kiosks
that may be installed for the designated
placard parking area so long as the placard
parking permit is valid. The placard parking
permit is only valid for the placard parking
permit area purchased.
This permitted parking concept is ideal for
the business person that wants to buy one or
more permits to share among his or her
employees as shifts change to enable them
to have a more predictable parking situation
for their personal vehicles. And for the
employee working in the area that is on his
or her own for a place to park while
working, you are not likely to find a better
parking bargain in Town.
Employers, employees of area businesses or
residents, visitors, guests of area residents,
and anyone else can purchase and utilize the
placard permit. However, the placard
parking program is operated on a first-come,
first-served basis and is good only for the
defined area for which it is purchased. There

are a limited number of placards that can be
issued at one time. Depending on the site,
there may be a waiting list.
There are eight defined areas in Town where
parking placards can be purchased. The
locations are the west side of South Ocean
Blvd. between Hammon Ave. and Royal
Palm Way (53 spaces); South Lake Dr. (62
spaces); South Bradley Park (26 spaces);
Royal Palm Way 100 Blk. (17 spaces);
Hibiscus Ave. (2 spaces); Peruvian Ave. 200
blk (10 spaces); Peruvian Ave. 300 blk. (12
spaces); Hammon Ave. (2 spaces); and
Phipps Ocean Park (98 spaces). This
amounts to 282 parking spaces. Maps on the
next page delineate each location.
Prior to permit expiration, the Town will
attempt to remind you of your renewal
deadline, but each permit holder is
responsible for timely renewal regardless of
the Town making contact with you for
renewal.
For any questions or to find out how to
purchase a parking placard permit or to be
placed on a waiting list, call the Finance
Department at (561) 835-4628 or see the
Town’s web site:
www.townofpalmbeach.com
* Phipps Ocean Park closes from sunset
until sunrise. Thus, all vehicles must be
removed before sunset.
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